
a natural landform that rises above the 
surrounding landscape

the incline or decline on the side of a mountain

the bottom of a mountain where it meets 
flat ground

the highest point of a mountain or hill

a collection or group of mountains 
or hills

usually a stream runs through this area between 
hills or mountains

 a visible section of the side of a mountain
above this line, snow covers the mountain 
all year

base summit face slope

mountain range snow line valley mountain
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Mountains Vocabulary Matching Game - Answers

mountain
a natural landform that rises above the 
surrounding landscape

slope the incline or decline on the side of a mountain

base
the bottom of a mountain where it meets 
flat ground

summit the highest point of a mountain or hill

mountain range a collection or group of mountains or hills valley
usually a stream runs through this area between 
hills or mountains

face a visible section of the side of a mountain snow line above this line, snow covers the mountain all year
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a flat part of land high up the mountain long, narrow top connecting mountains

the bottom of a mountain where it meets 
flat ground

the incline or decline on the side of 
a mountain

a collection or group of mountains or hills after this point, trees cannot grow

a visible section of the side of a mountain the highest point of a mountain or hill

above this line, snow covers the 
mountain all year

usually a stream runs through this area 
between hills or mountains

a rock formation visible from the surface a natural landform that rises above the 
surrounding landscape

base summit plateau face slope outcrop

mountain range snow line ridge valley tree line mountain
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plateau a flat part of land high up the mountain ridge long, narrow top connecting mountains

base the bottom of a mountain where it meets 
flat ground slope the incline or decline on the side of 

a mountain

mountain range a collection or group of mountains or hills tree line after this point, trees cannot grow

face a visible section of the side of a mountain summit the highest point of a mountain or hill

snow line above this line, snow covers the 
mountain all year valley usually a stream runs through this area 

between hills or mountains

outcrop a rock formation visible from the surface mountain a natural landform that rises above the 
surrounding landscape
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a flat part of land high up a mountain long, narrow top connecting mountains

the bottom of a mountain where it meets 
flat ground the incline or decline on the side of a mountain

a collection or group of mountains or hills after this point, trees cannot grow

a visible section of the side of a mountain the highest point of a mountain or hill

above this line, snow covers the 
mountain all year

usually a stream runs through this area 
between hills or mountains

the map lines which join points that are the 
same height

a natural landform that rises above the 
surrounding landscape

a common type of mountain formed by 
colliding plates a narrow crack or split in a rock

huge slabs of rock that make up part of 
the earth 

a rock formation that sticks out of the land 
or mountain

base summit plateau face slope outcrop fissure fold

mountain range snow line ridge valley tree line mountain tectonic plate contour
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Mountains Vocabulary Matching Game - Answers

plateau a flat part of land high up the mountain ridge long, narrow top connecting mountains

base the bottom of a mountain where it meets 
flat ground slope the incline or decline on the side of 

a mountain

mountain range a collection or group of mountains or hills tree line after this point, trees cannot grow

face a visible section of the side of a mountain summit the highest point of a mountain or hill

snow line above this line, snow covers the 
mountain all year valley usually a stream runs through this area 

between hills or mountains

contour the map lines which join points that are the 
same height mountain a natural landform that rises above the 

surrounding landscape

fold a common type of mountain formed by 
colliding plates fissure a narrow crack or split in a rock

tectonic plate huge slabs of rock that make up part of 
the earth outcrop a rock formation that sticks out of the land 

or mountain
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